Abstract-Balancing or unbalancing production lines is still a major subject on operations research, given the difficulty of assessing the benefits of specific lines configurations. Due to constant and dramatic changes in global industry scenario, new alternatives are pointed out every moment to improve decision-making on that subject. This article presents a simulation proposal to evaluate the impact of imbalance in assembly lines on their performance, especially work in process inventory. The hypothesis, script and questions to be answered with the help of simulation are elaborated, opening space to a new approach to design unbalanced assembly lines.  Index Terms-unbalanced capacity, work-in-process, inventory, assembly line
I. INTRODUCTION
There is no consensus about balancing or unbalancing serial production lines in order to achieve better configuration. Assembly line balancing is still a focal point on operations research as a provider of cost efficient production to serial lines [1] - [6] . On the other hand, many authors argue [7] - [23] that unbalanced serial lines might give better performance in throughput and service level than balanced ones. Regardless of trying to discuss the most appropriate way of manage the line to reach higher throughput, few attention has been given to the logistics impacts of balancing or unbalancing the line capacity, especially on Work-In-Process (WIP) cost.
WIP refers to partially finished goods waiting for completion. So, as the values of inventory increases and costumer demands a higher variety of products, industries tend to change the way that decision is made and WIP costs becomes an important concern.
The significance of WIP (because of the cost of inventory and because of its impact on production lead time) was already highlighted in a study that pointed allocation of workload and buffer spaces as a way of optimizing both decisions on increasing throughput (TR) and reducing WIP [24] . Nevertheless most of the studies have focused on finding better solutions to balance or unbalance production lines. For example, it's already demonstrated that the variability of the processes interfere in the amount of WIP, with affects lead time and queue time [25] . Using Little's Law [26] we can obtain: 
where "u" represents the utilization level on waiting time, "MT" is the mean processing time and the variance is a combination of the coefficient of variation in arrivals and in processing time, respectively "CV a " and "CV p ". So, if we want to reduce queue time and, consequently, WIP levels, we might:  Reduce MT. With faster processes, we can reduce queue time;  Reduce utilization level. On the other way, faster processes will consume parts faster and it will increase periods of time with a shortage of raw material. Note that reduce utilization is not a way to reduce WIP, but it can appear as a consequence of doing it;  Reducing variation either in arrivals or in processing time. As the processes variations are not synchronized, the higher the variation, the more irregular the flow of material. But in some occasions it's hard to diminish MT or variance in processes, due to specific aspects such as absence of technology, low quality raw material, outsourced work or bad trained personal. Then why not acquiring new or faster equipment in non-constraints as a possibility of reducing WIP levels? Changing characteristics of actual processes and unbalancing production lines can be justified by reduction on WIP and associated costs?
This article presents a simulation proposal to analyze impacts of unbalancing capacity of serial production lines on WIP cost 1 . This simulation is being developed as part of a study which aims to combine the unbalanced capacity design with better logistic performance. The model to be used during the simulation is been built in Witness Software.
Some important research about the topic of balancing or unbalancing assembly lines is described in the next section. The subsequent section presents the simulation draft and questions that intend to be answered during the research. Then we end this work considering the 1 As the idea of this work is to evaluate impacts on WIP, we are not using pure serial lines during simulation. Pure serial lines are used in automated transfer lines and cad work with reduced WIP. Therefore, the simulation is going to focus on buffered serial lines.
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II. BALANCED VERSUS UNBALANCED LINES
A production line consists of a number of work stations in series, producing generally with buffers in between. There are several ways of classifying production lines, according to the way that the movement is coordinated, according to the lay-out of production, according to the capacity configuration, etc. Considering the production line designs, there is a significant number of studies involving balanced and unbalanced lines and considering synchronous and asynchronous lines.
Synchronous lines are the ones where the movement of jobs is coordinated; i.e. the jobs move to the next resource in a simultaneous way. These lines can be further separated in two other subcategories:
 Paced line. The time allowed for a resource to work on the job is limited;  Unpaced line. There is no limit to the time allowed for a resource to work on the job. Asynchronous lines, on the other way, are the ones where the movement of jobs is not coordinated; i.e. the jobs start as soon as the resources become available. The production immediately moves to the next work station when there is space for it. Generally the asynchronous lines are unpaced because of workstations operating at different Mean Times (MT), different breakdowns rates and different variabilities. Fig. 1 shows the scheme of a serial production line with m workstations, where µ is the production mean time of each workstation and β is the buffer that can sometimes guarantee the continuity of work if a breakdown stops previous workstation. If we consider the presence of buffers within the workstations, only the synchronous paced lines, due to the fixed cycle time, can work without buffers with no impact on throughput. Synchronous unpaced lines and asynchronous lines, due to the fluctuation among job number in the system, usually need buffers to prevent no available job (starvation) or no room to dispose a completed job (blocking) to one workstation.
A sizeable proportion of industries rely on unpaced production lines to produce their goods and services [11] . As there are a considerable number of processes in industry that can be represented as an asynchronous line or a synchronous unpaced line, WIP consists on a relevant issue in production management.
Another important observation is that outsourced manufactures usually have to deal with unpaced manual lines in developing countries, due the lack of high trained personal, high labor turnover and older technology [27] . Moreover, due to the global warming, world climate change and other issues related to sustainability, remanufacturing, reverse logistics and recycling are becoming more and more important and tend to interfere in industry with more variability in processes times.
The concepts of balanced (and furthermore unbalanced) lines took form to ensure a continuous functioning of line, predictable output and less WIP. Then production line balancing (and unbalancing) grew with a considerable body of literature last century and is still a big issue today.
III. LINE BALANCING PROBLEM
The main objective of production line designers and managers is to increase the efficiency of the line by maximizing the ratio between throughput and required costs [2] . So, the classical line-balancing problem consists on assign each task to a workstation maximizing its efficiency, i.e. minimizing idle time.
This problem was first addressed formulating balancing as a linear programing problem including all possible combination of station assignments [3] . But, as mentioned before, the multiplicity of conditions on real production systems opened space to several classifications of balancing problems as well as ways to solve them.
The main categorization splits Assembly Line Balancing Problems -ALPB in two categories [6] :
 Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problems -SALBP;  General Assembly Line Balancing Problems -GALBP. Most of the research in line balancing problems is concentrated on SALBP, which, as the name implies, includes very simple lines. The assumptions of SALBP are very restricting and it is not representative to many real production situations. Other characteristics of these configurations are mass-production of homogeneous product; deterministic operation times; no assignment restrictions; serial line lay-out; stations equally equipped and maximum efficiency purpose.
In order to better represent real world situations, the configurations were incremented with different sort of contributions. So actually there is an extensive literature production among ALBP.
A way of characterizing balancing problems [28] were presented dividing the assembly systems according to:
 Number of items that are made on the production line: single, mixed or multi;  Line control: paced, unpaced asynchronous, unpaced synchronous;  Type of installation: first time installation, reconfiguration;  Level of automation: manual lines, automated lines. Because of the variety of specific conditions, there are several other ways of classifying ALBP [1] , [2] , [6] , [28] .
For example, it's already said that most real production lines are unpaced. So, excluding common cycle time restriction, which characterizes paced lines, and using buffered assembly line, the balancing problem became more specific by the additional decision of dimensioning and positioning buffers [4] , [5] , [19] , [29] - [31] .
Other conditions are incremented, such as: Here the lot size is included as another issue;  Higher variability on processes times, changing from deterministic to stochastic processes times;  Lay-out of flow line production systems, changing from straight serial line to U-shaped, where simultaneous work is feasible;  More complex lay-out, with parallel lines, or parallel tasks;  Alternative processes, i.e. tasks performed by different equipment, with equipment or process selection problem;  Two-sided line, station related assignment restriction, position related constraints, etc. All these specific conditions intended to better understand the ALBP, presenting alternatives to real configurations. Even so, at the end, all these ALBP research were not yet conclusive. Besides the huge academic effort, among 312 different research papers, it was found only 15 papers related to real world assembly systems [28] . This disparity points out the huge gap between the models and real-world configuration problems.
III. UNBALANCED LINES
The assembly of a truly ideal balanced line, where buffers are not necessary, is extremely rare. Even so, compared with balanced lines, much less research has addressed unbalanced lines [11] , [32] . And this is not a new issue. Research about imbalance started out in the 1960s, i.e. some years later than the first articles about line balancing [33] , [34] . About 30 years later [9] , it was pointed out that this lack of research in literature may be caused by:
 The difficult of analyzing lines with large degrees of freedom, or longer line lengths; and  The widespread use of exponential mean operation time (MT) distribution in literature, which does not allow for the decoupling of MT and the Coefficient of Variation (CV). The imbalance of a specific production can be obtained by different ways. So, similarly to the balancing line problems, different approaches have been used to obtain distinct goals.
For example, we can unbalance an assembling line by [11] :
 Unbalanced mean service times (MT imbalance);
 Unequal coefficient of variation at service times (CV imbalance);  Combined unbalance mean service times and unequal coefficient of variation (MT and CV imbalance);  Unreliable lines;  Buffer placement. Despite the huge difference in academic effort, early papers reported better performances on unbalanced lines due to MT imbalance compared with balanced ones. Line performance was then evaluated comparing TR and WIP results. One of the main contributions were called the bowl phenomenon [13] because of the shape of the charge profile at the optimum configuration. In production lines with exponential work time distributions, optimal TR was reached with slower stations at the center and faster stations at extremities, resembling a bowl shape.
The better performances were later confirmed on several other conditions [7] , [9] , [14] , [20] , [35] . But other studies pointed out that the inverted bowl shape, with slower stations at the beginning and the end of the lines were more indicated in other configurations [7] , [10] , [36] .
Another contribution was done latter with Theory of Constraints -TOC studies [15] , [37] , [38] . TOC approach considers that every assembly line has, or might have, at least a constraint or a bottleneck. Then a specific set of rules to manage the constraints is implemented to maximize the flow of material: the drum-buffer-rope -DBR, a mechanism to manage unbalanced plants. This approach leaded to new studies investigating performance in a comparison with TOC unbalanced lines, just in time -JIT and balanced lines [17] , [18] , [39] , [40] .
Another different approach was done considering lean processes and smaller and continuous improvement on non-bottleneck resources [25] . These improvements lead to better flow of material into the bottleneck and reduced the probability of starvation. Therefore, better results were found such as improved CT, reducing utilization and reducing process variability.
Since then, a lot of research has been done trying to solve questions like: What is the best way to configure stations with different capacities, variability and reliabilities to achieve better performance on TR or CT? Which factor has the biggest impact on gaining best results on utilization or less WIP? Where should be placed buffers and how big should they be?
There are still a considerable number of problems to be solved and a lot of controversy involved in unbalancing procedures. This work, specifically, are going to focus on unbalancing configurations and its impact on WIP and TR.
IV. SIMULATION PROPOSAL
Our simulation is based on the dice game generally used on graduate classes to demonstrate DBR principles [41] - [43] . The game is usually played in two configurations: the first, simulating a balanced line, using the dice to represent variability on processes, and the second, an unbalanced MT line with a clear constraint, in order to apply DBR guidelines.
Although the dice game is very illustrative to comprehend impacts of variability and dependence on serial production lines, especially balanced ones, it is limited by the dice configuration itself. The configuration does not allow changing the variation range of dice values neither capacity difference between constraint and non-constraint resources. As typical dice has a standard configuration which varies as a random distribution with mean time 3.5 and minimum and maximum values respectively 1 and 6, we are not able to analyze impacts of changing the variation on the throughput. Similarly, as the two basic configurations only allow the capacity differentiation by adding a dice on the non-constraints resources, we are not able to evaluate the impacts of unbalance difference on the line.
Therefore, the idea of the simulation is to replicate dice game configurations, using a five step line production with a centralized bottleneck and DBR rules according to The five processes are represented by the squares with its associated buffers represented by the triangles. The model uses initially a single constraint centered at processes 3, represented by smaller square. This bottleneck resource has a higher MT, represented by µ c1 . The buffers are different in size as well, with higher buffers positioned to bottleneck, β c1 , and another higher buffer at the end of line, β c2 , protecting the delivery of finished parts. All other buffers and MT are the same during first part of the simulation.
The processes are unpaced, a single type of product is processed, excluding mix-model or multi-model lines, random distributions are used, lay-out is a straight serial line, no parallel tasks or alternative processes are allowed.
This configuration is suggested to allow DBR [44] - [48] rules:
 Using a buffer prior to all bottlenecks;  Bottlenecks set the pace according to external demand;  Bottlenecks tend to have higher utilization, with less idle time;  Non-bottlenecks don't need to maintain higher utilization. Their goal is to guarantee bottleneck buffers on a specific range. The hypothesis to be tested with this model is that higher levels of imbalance, characterized by different MT between bottleneck and other resources, would demand less protective inventory, therefore less WIP in the line.
Another point that will be evaluated is the behavior of line TR according to imbalance level.
ARENA software is pointed as one solution for assembly line systems design [2] offering simulation alternatives. Another similar program is Witness Software, which was chosen as the tool to simulate conditions related and test the hypothesis due to possibility of configuring DBR rules mentioned prior.
As the proposal is to evaluate the impacts of the imbalance on the line, different levels of imbalance are going to be simulated. To measure this imbalance, it will be used Smoothness Index (SI) and Balance Efficiency (BE).
To calculate the index, m is the number of stations, S i the total time required for executing the tasks assigned to stations and t av represents the average workstation time across the entire line.
Line performance results are going to be limited on TR and WIP levels, in order to simplify analysis and test different conditions. So, the simulation will run with different model conditions and objectives, pointed on Table I .
Note that different objectives are set during the simulation. This is going to allow clear evaluations of each impact and progressive evolution on findings. The parameters that are going to be controlled and monitored during the simulation will be:  AIL = average inventory level during the simulation;  BE = balance efficiency;  BL j = Buffer upper limit for individual workstation j (j= 1, …, n);  CT b = bottleneck cycle time;  CT i = non bottleneck cycle time i (i = 1, …, m);  Distribution = type of CT frequency distribution;  LE = line efficiency;  BE = balance efficiency;  LT = Line throughput; number of pieces delivered after simulation;  IL = inventory level at the end the simulation;  SI = smoothness index;  Time = time used to run simulation The final purpose of the model is to identify a correlation between imbalance index and WIP level, paving the way to address future questions on processes design.
V. CONCLUSIONS
After discussing a lot of different approaches to the balancing and unbalancing problem on production management, we proposed a simulation model to evaluate the impact of balancing or unbalancing single serial assembly lines on WIP inventory.
Unbalancing production lines is still an open field on operations research and better understanding the behavior of these lines can help on identifying different approaches and new solutions on configuring new lines or improving existent ones.
It is important, because at the actual level of globalization, a representative number of companies have offices and sites thorough the world. Moving, shutting down or creating an entire plant, with the current technology is not a big issue anymore and can be decided in a heartbeat.
Associating capacity configurations with WIP inventory levels will help on stablishing a formula to determine optimal configuration based on logistics storage and total costs [49] .
Furthermore, with the advance of technology, capacity changes can be continuously addressed by small improvements that require low investment. Then we will be able to verify if an amount of capital investment can be compensated by logistic costs, specifically WIP associated costs.
We could not forget the situation of developing countries, where conditions for creating unbalanced lines are more susceptible. Labor intensive, old technologies, non-specialized personnel are, for example, common conditions in this area that easily configure unpaced asynchronous lines.
The central idea of the simulation is to issue possibilities of changing capacity configuration to obtain better financial results. It can be achieved by either smaller improvements on non-constraints, or optimal configurations to new lines that will be designed.
So, the proposal of a simulation experiment to evaluate the impact of unbalancing assembly lines in order to achieve better performance, either in productivity or in financial results, can address a good number of future research.
